The 1st ARDF Operators
The first ARDF operators aboard the Electric Goons were Morse intercept operators who received their
3-level initial skills training at Keesler AFB. In early 1967, Vietnamese linguists, radio intercept analysts, and
maintenance specialists were added to the 94th SS aircrews. A significant number of these crew members
were 1st-term Airmen and career NCOs who had already received specialty technical training at the
USAFSS School at Goodfellow.

During the Vietnam War, the Air Force developed a highly effective method of using

aircrews to pinpoint enemy positions by triangulating their low-powered radio transmissions.
Called Airborne Radio Direction Finding (ARDF), this advanced technology was installed on
modified C-47 “Electric Goon” aircraft such as the one on display in front of this building.
Goodfellow provided training for the signals intelligence operators, linguists, analysts, and
maintainers who flew these missions as members of the 6994th Security Squadron.

This is their story.

How was that done? As new personnel arrived in country, they immediately entered ground training to become familiar with the aircraft, emergency procedures,
radio discipline, items of personal equipment, and of course the ARDF equipment they would operate. After passing a written and performance test, they next
would be assigned an instructor radio operator (IRO) who guided the trainee through qualification training, usually 6-8 weeks. When the instructor radio operator
was satisfied with the crew member proficiency, he would recommend a standardization and evaluation flight examiner (SEFE) check ride.

At the outset of these missions, all ARDF training was accomplished under combat conditions in Vietnam. The first 94th SS personnel
learned by doing, under the guidance of the contractors who built the systems… and then trained their cohorts and their replacements.

Training at
Goodfellow

As the fleet of EC-47s in southeast Asia increased, numbering
57 aircraft by 1968, the training burden imposed on the limited
number of 6994th aircrews became overwhelming. In
response, USAFSS tasked Goodfellow as early as autumn
1966 to implement ARDF operator and maintenance courses
with an eye towards cutting combat environment qualification
training time in half while increasing aircrew proficiency and
productivity. By 1967 the two courses were ready.
What was the impact of the training at Goodfellow? Before
the stand-up of the ARDF operators course at Goodfellow,
crew members typically required 6 to 8 weeks of in-country
on-the-job training (OJT) with an instructor radio operator to
qualify. Afterwards, operators were qualifying in 10 or fewer
missions. “It was so helpful to have operated the X console
and been exposed to Vietnamese communications at
Goodfellow so that this in-flight OJT went quite smoothly,”
Chief Tom Nurre recalled, adding that it “directly shortened the
overall qualification training time required.”
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